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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE DIVISION

MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT PLAN
RAPID TRANSIT CARS IN REVENUE SERVICE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

In 1983, an atteir.pt was made to develop a maintenanor and re-

placement plan for rapid transit cars in revenue service. It

provided the first true picture of the Authority's future

funding needs for railcars. Since that tine, the funding

agencies have approved capital grants for mid-life rehabili-

tation of railcars; and the delivery of 600, 2600 series

railcars has been nearly completed.

This document updates and expands the original work with an

assessment of the future funding requirements needed to sus-

tain satisfactory railcar replacement and maintenance pro-

grams. Development of this plan included updating the

schedules for revenue railcar and rail service vehicle re-

placement, incorporating an aggressive railcar maintenance

program outlined in a recently completed Technical Study, ex-

ploring capital and operating funding requirements and avail-

able resources and investigating possible fleet management

techniques which could be employed to bridge the gap between

funding needs and resources.
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Those Departments (or Groups) partlc^pnting In this study

were: Equipment Engineering, Rail Maintenance, Capita] Devel-

opment, Operations Planning, Engineering and Maintenance Pro-

gram Development and the Operations Division, Transportation

Service .

FINDINGS

A detailed discussion of the findings, as well as various

charts and graphs, can be found in the report following this

summa r y

.

Upgrading the Present Railcar Maintenance Program Involves

Increasing Operating Costs.

* The present maintenance program needs to be improved to

be totally acceptable to the CTA Board, the Staff and our

Patrons.

* Due to various constraints, CTA is currently maintaining

its rnilcars on virtually a failure maintenance basi?.

* A Large component of preventative maintenance, at the

present time, is a 6,000 mile inspection which, by it-

self, has little impact on reducing in-service failures.
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* CTA has not carried out any interim heaY>- maintenance or

overhaul programs on any part of the existing fleet.

* The 1985 Technical Study performed by Lea, Elliott,

NcCean & Company declared that "maintenance and overhauls

arc necessary to enable the railcars to achieve their de-

sign life."

* The elements of the Maintenance Program arc defined in

the study. as: Level A - 6,000 Mile Inspection, Level P -

Annual Inspection, Level C - 6 Year or 300,000 Mile Heavy

Maintenance, and Level D - 12 Year or 600,000 Mile

Mid-life Rehabilitation/Overhaul .

* Funding the Maintenance Program must be provided through

the operating budget for Levels A, B, and C. Level D is

eligible for partial funding (at least 50/') through the

Authority's capital program.

* Based on a 25 year life for railcars, the full scheduled

maintenance program would roughly cost $1,404,500 over

each car's life.

* While the operating budget for railcar maintenance in

1986 is $45,8A3,007, the new maintenance program would

increase this cost to an average of $99,891,230 each

vear .
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* It is not feasible to start the maintenance program si-

multaneously on a fleet wide basis. Implementation on a

route by route basis, on ar as delivered new or after

overhaul basis, or in some other form is feasible with

proper monitoring and assessment of performance.

Capital Requirements for Railcar Rep lac emen

t

/Rehabll 1 1 a t Ion

are Dramatically Increasing.

* UMTA states the life of a railcar is 25 Years. The cost

of new rapid transit cars is estimated at $1,000,000

each. The cost of mid-life rehabilitation/ overhaul is

estinated at $500,000 per car.

* In accordance with UMTA guidelines that rn:lcars have a

minimum 25 year life, capital funding for replacement of

railcars is needed in 18 of the next 20 funding years av-

eraging $41,735,000 per year required.

* The Interstate Transfer Program (1ST) is providing only

$69,000,000 toward the purchase of 98 additional railcars

needed to operate a new Southwest Rapid Transit Route.

The Authority must fund the shortfall $29,000,000 from

its own capital program.

* The projected fleet size of over 1360 railcars by the
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year 2000 would warrant a schedule for replacement at the

rate of 218 railcars every four years.

* The Authority should avoid the purchase of a large number

of railcars over a short delivery period.

* The Urban Mass Tran ppor t a

t

ion Administration (UMTA) ap-

proved funding for mid-life rehabilitation of railcars

for the first time in June, 1985.

* Additional capital requirements for mid-life rehabili-

tation recommended in the Technical Study and strongly

supported by the Equipment Engineering and Maintenance

Staff would increase the capital funding needed to

?76,500,000 in some years.

* The 2A00 series fleet is scheduled for the first true

mid-life rehabilitation/overhaul in calendar 1990 and

1991 .

* Total capital funding requirements are estimated at

$1,148,700,000 or an average of $57,435,000 per year.

* By Fiscal 1993, the Authority will only be able to fund

railcar replacement, mid-life rehabilitation and a bur.

purchase from its overall capital program.
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cles), in order to add additional years of life to each

vehicle.

Other alternatives to meet the needs of railcar mainte-

nance and replacement are nev funding sources from State

or Local governments or a reduction in the fleet size to

match the funds available to maintain vehicles by reduc-

ing the rail system operation (truncating or terminating

some passenger routes).

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made to provide for an ag-

gressive railcar maintenance and replacement program which

can deliver safe operation, reliable railcars and reduce

in-service failures and passenger delays.

In view of the continuing deterioration of the railcar

equipment, current CTA maintenance practices and transit

experience; CTA should add heavy inspection and overhaul

elements to its current preventative maintenance program,

as outlined in the recent Lea, F. lliott, >!cGean Technical

Study. The Authority has little alternative but to act

on the full maintenance program as scon as possible.
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* Management must find the means of providing the required

capital and operating funding for the Maintenance and Re-

placement Programs or develop techniques to reduce the

needs or forestall them until suitable funding is avail-

able.

* A dedicated Fleet Management effort is required to find

and implement ways of extending vehicle life through

maximization of available capital and operating dollars.

* Control the mileage accumulation rate on the various

fleets to accommodate required maintenance and replace-

ment schedules within the constraints of available fund-

ing resources.

* Implement the full maintenance program on a gradual route

by route basis with proper monitoring and assessment of

pe r f o rmanc e

.

* In a major initiative to conserve capital funds, complete

component replacement should be undertaken on the 2200

series fleet in 1996-1997, at the end of its 25 year

life, while retaining their stainless steel car bodies.

This test has the potential to provide a low cost alter-

native to full vehicle replacement.
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* The practice of purchasing more than 200 raJlcars at a

tine should he reviewed for Its impact on future ftindlng

requirements .
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE DIVISION

MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT PLAN

RAPID TRANSIT CARS IN REVENUE SERVICE

INTRODUCTION

The development of a maintenarce and replacement plan for the

fleets of vehicles operated by the Authority is an essential

part of the management of the fleets. In 1983 the Initial

attempt at development of a maintenance and replacement plan

for rapid transit cars in revenue service provided the first

true picture of the Authority's funding needs for railcars.

Since that time, approval of capital funding for mid-life re-

habilitation and the delivery of 600, 2600 series rapid

transit cars has occurred.

This document is an update of the original work vlth an as-

sessment of the future requirements needed in funding re-

placement and maintenance programs. Participating In the

development of this plan were various departments and

sections of the Authority whose Input provided the back. ground

and resource information required to form a valid plan and

program. Those participating were: Equipment Engineering,

Rail Maintenance, Capital Development, Operations Planning,
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Engineering and Maintenance Prograir Development and Oper-

ations Division.

Development of the plan included updating schedules for re-

venue rapid transit car replacement and rail service vehicle

replacement. Incorporating an aggressive rapid transit car

maintenance program outline in a Technical Study, exploring

capital and operating funding requirements and available re-

sources and investigating possible fleet management tech-

niques. Each of these areas are covered in greater detail

within the plan. Several charts are included which detail

the Impact over time these items have on the future of the

railcarfleet.

One significant force behind the development of this plan is

the newly mandated Federal policy to partially fund raid-life

rehabilitation as a capital improvement. The previous re-

placement plan listed the need for mi id-life rehabilitation

and its associated costs, but could not identify any new

funding sources to accom. plish this key maintenance element.

Also, the impact of these costs on both operating end capital

budgets was not clear; however, the impart Is now known and

is clearlv illustrated in this document.

Ore major reason for the clarification is a 1985 Technical

Study, performed by Lea, Elliott, McGean i Company, which de-

fined the requirements for a comprehensive maintenance and

overhaul program throughout the life of the railcar. The In-
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dustrial Engineering Section, Engineering and Maintenance Di-

vision subsequently developed an overall maintenance program

built on the previous study to r.eet UMTA requirements from

which maintenance costs and requirements could be accurately

projected.

The Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UKTA) approved

funding for mid-life rehabilitation of rallcars in their cir-

cular UMTA C 9030.1, Change 1, dated June 17, 1985. Here is

an excerpt from that Circular:

UMTA C 9030.1, change 1, page IV-2-5, para 2(d).

Mid-life Overhaul /ex

t

enuat ing Circumstances.

UMTA recognizes th?t rail operators face unique problems

not shared by bus transit systems. For example, while

twenty -fi\'e years has been suggested as a guideline for

the minimum service life of a rail vehicle, many crit-

ical subsystems of such vehicles may have shorter normal

service lives than the total vehicle. To provide sup-

port for such work, UMTA will recognize as

Fede r al ly- f undabl c capital expenditures, the one-time

overhaul or replacement of major subsystems or rail ve-

hicles that have not themselves reached the end of their

useful service lives. Federal participation in such

work will be at a reduced Federal share.

This reduced Federal share of the cost of major subsys-

tem replacement or rehabilitation will be itO'i for a 12
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year old rail vehicle. For each year of vehicle age be-

yond twelve years, the Federal share will increase by

3%, but will not exceed 80%. For purposes of this sub-

section, a vehicle's age should be calculated at the

time when such work begins.

Other kinds of extenuating circumstances will require

specific documentation or justification at the time of

the grant application. None of the procedures described

above for 'reduced Federal participation are meant tc f-.i-

fect grantees' rights to purchase spare parts at full

Federal share in accordance with Secticr 9 (j) of the

Act and Appendix D of this Circular.

The Technical Study analysis made by Le?, Elliott, KcGean (,

Company, In their May, 1985 report Rapid Transit Car Mainte-

nance and Overhaul Analysis states that "maintenance and

overhauls are necessary to enable the railcars to achieve

their design life." "The lack of a proper maintenarce pro-

gram usually reflects a lack of funds and the resultant prac-

tice of deferred maintenance. Deferred maintenance is often

accepted as a short term solution to maintenance budget re-

ductions but nearly as often becomes Institutionalized with

the consequences being increasingly rapid deterioratior of

the railcar equipment, increasing road failures, increasing

customer dissatisfaction, and increasing car life cycle

costs." Their primary recommendation stated that "in view of

the continuing deterioration of the railcar equipment, cur-
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rent CTA maintenance practlceF and transit experience; CTA

should add heavy inspection and overhaul elements to its cur-

rent preventative maintenance program." Mid-life

overhaul /rehab il

i

tat ion of railcars is simply the essential

work recuired to maintain an acceptable level of reliability

and dependability during the normal tverty-fivc year life of

a rail vehicle.

The following report demonstrates that funding for replace-

ment of railcars is needed in 18 of the next 20 funding

years. Annual capital requirements In those years range from

$35,700,000 to $53,000,000 with an average of $41,735,000 per

year required. The additional capital requirements for

mid-life rehabilitation, increase the funding needed to

$76,500,000 in some years, outstripping total anticipated

capital funding levels and leaving nothing for other Author-

ity capital projects.

In order to operate a safe well maintained and reliable mil-

car fleet, Manapement must find means of providing required

capital and operating funds for the Maintenance and Replace-

ment Programs or, lacking that means, must develop techniques

to forestall those needs until suitable funding Is available.

The following report documents the capital and operating

funding requirements for effective operation of the fleet as

well as alternatives that may be carried out to mitigate

those requirements through bettor fleet management.
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REVENUE CAR REPLACEMENT

The life of a railcar, as stated in the UMTA Circular Is ?5

years with mid-life rehabilitatlor or overhaul at 12 to 13

years. The estimated cost of a nev railcar is $1,000,000 and

a mld-llfe rehab or overhaul is estl mated at $500,000 per

car, both in 1986 dollars. This document will follow the

same life years in the development of the replacement and

maintenance plans.

The current rapid transit car revenue fleet assigned is ap-

proximately 1201 cars, consisting of about 918 modern cars

and about 283 obsolete C6000 series type) cars. A delivery

of 600, 2600 series cars is underway. When completed in 1987

orly about A6 obsolete ("6000 series type) cars will rem.ain in

the fleet.

Funding for the next replacement car order (3200 series) is

planned tc begin in fiscal year 198^' with the first car de-

livery in calendar 1990. This car order will consist of 318

cars, including 98 additional cars to operate the Southwest

Rapid Transit Route and 220 cars to replace a like number of

cars in the existing fleet. Funding for this order has not

beer, finalized and will be addressed in a later section. The

estimated cost of these cars is $1,000,000 each In 1986 dol-

lars.
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Given the projected schedule of 3200 series car deliveries,

the remaining 6000 series (46) and the 2000 series (174)

would be retired from revenue ser\'ice between 1990 and 1992.

However, some of these 6000 and/or 2000's could be dedicated

to work service as part of the rail service vehicle fleet af-

ter retirement from revenue service. This alternative is

covered in the Rail Service Vehicle Section of this document.

Eased on this projection, any planned maintenance or overhaul

work on the 2000 series cars should be carefully weighed

against their scheduled retirement in five to seven years.

Following the 3200 series car purchase, the next car order

(3500 series) would provide for the retiring of the 2200 se-

ries fleet beginning in 1996 as well as the 6-64 series fleet

in 1997. The 6-64 series are single cars (6000 series type)

which were rehabilitated in 1985. The 2200 series fleet is

programmed for some rehabilitation in 1987 and 1988; this

project was scaled down to meet available capital funding

levels and is not true overhaul or mid-life rehab. As a re-

sult, 2200 series car life would remain at 25 years. The

6-64 car series rehab project will provide an additional 10

to 12 years of car life leading to eventual replacement in

1997 with the delivery of the 3500 series railcars.

One possible way to conserve capital funding would be to se-

lectively replace major components rather than whole vehi-

cles. Since most modern railcars have stainless steel bodies

which are expected to be in excellent condition at the 25
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year life point, it may be possible to replace only the rail

trucks (including motors and brakes), HVAC and other subsys-

tems with more efficient units to add another half life

(12-13 years) to each railcar.

The 2200 series railcars had the first stainless steel bodies

in the fleet. All railcars purchased subsequently also have

stainless steel bodies. If the component replacement prac-

tice is found workable with the 2200 series fleet and ac-

cepted into practice, funding needs would be markedly

reduced. However, the 2200 series may be more costly to re-

build because the door configuration may have to be modified

to accommodate Elderly and Handicap Accessibility. If de-

cided upon, it would be the only known disadvantage to this

alternative. Complete rebuilding of the subsystems woult'

still be far less costly than purchasing totally new vehicles

and would accomplish considerable design upgrading to current

standards. Since all subsequent railcar series already have

suitable doors, component replacement, beginning with the

2^00 series fleet would be less costly than with the 2200 sc-

ries fleet in constant dollars.

Complete component replacement on the 2200 series fleet

should be planned and undertaken to test the concept of add-

ing a minimum of 12 - 13 years to car life while reducing the

average annual funding needs for railcars.
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The 2400 series fleet is scheduled for mid-life rehab or

overhaul in calendar 1990 and 1991 and replacement during the

3700 series car order in 2002. This would be the first true

rehabilitation project, with real impact on vehicle reliabil-

ity and reduction in failure maintenance costs. The 2A00 sc-

ries are expected to remain in service 12 to 13 years after a

complete rehabilitation. This is not life extending rehabil-

itation, but the changeout or complete rcnanufacturlnp of ma-

jor subsystems and components such as traction motors,

control groups, brake units, batteries, etc. These subsys-

tems have one-hnlf the life cycles of the 25 year railcar.

This plan indicates the completion of delivery of the 2600

car series, m. id-life rehab or overhaul requirement in fiscal

1993 through 1998 and the beginning of the replacement for

these 600 cars with initial funding in fiscal 2003.

In developing the funding needs for railcar replacement and

rehabilitation, it became apparent that in the future the Au-

thority should avoid the purchase of a large num.ber of rail-

cars over a short delivery period. For example, the purchfsc

and delivery of 600 cars (about half the fleet"* in six con-

secutive years poses nearly insurmountable problems for the

future funding of rehabilitation and replacement. The

projected fleet size of over 136 cars by the year 2000 would

warrant a schedule for replacement at the rate of 200 cars

every four years or an average of 50 cars per year. This

would level off the scheduled funding of replacements and
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mid-life rehabilitation. Until «?uch a schedule can be

achieved, aggressive fleet raaragement must be employed to

avoid conflicts in the maintenance and replacement schedules.

This concept is covered ir detail later in this document.
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MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

The Authority, using the Technical Study funding under Uni-

fied Work Program No. UWP4322.1A, retained consultants Lea,

Elliott, McGean & Compan>- to examine CTA's rapid transit car

maintenance prograir. The final report of that stud\'. Rapid

Transit Car Maintenance and Overhaul Analysis, dated May,

1985, listed the following among its findings:

* The lack of proper maintenance always leads to more rapid

deterioration of equipment, increased failures in ser-

vice, higher maintenance costs, and higher life cycle

costs.

* CTA is currently r.fintaining its railcars on virtually a

failure maintenance basis.

* The one component of preventative maintenance at the

present time is a 6,000 mile Inspection which, by itself,

has little im. pact on reducing in-service failures.

* CTA has not carried out any interim heavy maintenance or

overhaul programs on any of the existing fleet, although

there have been series wide repair and replacement cam-

paigns and some subsysteir. rebuilding due to excessive

equipment failures.
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* A total rebuilding of the 2000 serleF railcars has been

analyzed and rejected by CTA engineers as too costly;

anything short of full rehabilitation would not be effec-

tive. A rebuilding project for the 2200 series railcars,

although costly, is necessary if they are to reach their

design life.

* In view of the documented experience at transit authori-

ties In the U.S. and the status of CTA equipment, a pro-

gram of heavy maintenance and overhaul is crucial if the

raiicar equipment is to reach its design life and operate

in a reliable, safe and cost effective manner.

The same report stated the following, among the recommen-

dations for a maintenance program:

* In view of the continuing deterioration oi the rallcar

equipment, current CTA maintenance practices, and transit

experience, CTA must add heav}- maintenance and mid-life

overhaul elements to its current inadequate preventative

maintenance program.

* CTA should Identify specific upgrades in its overhaul

proposals so that more accurate estimates of the Federal

financial support can be made and the needed local

fundings can be sought for the overhaul program.
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The Technical Study report recommends a program of heavy

maintenance and overhaul (mid-life rehabilitation) carried

out at regularly scheduled intervals in order to Insure that

the CIA's fleet of rapid transit cars achieves their

projected 25 year life. This progran includes a 6000 mile

inspection /maintenance, annual inspection/maintenance, 6

year/300,000 mile heavy maintenance and 12 year/600, 00 Ci mile

ove rhau 1 /mid- 1 i f e rehabilitation. Starting with the lowest

level of routine maintenance as defined, and equipment man-

ufacturers' recommendations, the maintenance program is es-

sential to insure a safe, reliable rapid transit car fleet

for revenue service and work service throughout the normp.l

service life of twenty-five yer. rs for rail vehicles.

The following outline is part of the overall maintenance pro-

gram being developed by the Industrial Engineering Section,

Engineering and Maintenance Division under CTA Job Order

7706. The elements of the Maintenance Program are defined as

Levels A, B, C and D.

A. 6000 Mile Inspection.

Routine maintenance of the equipment in accord-

ance with supplier recommendations and preventive

maintenance based on experience. This level of

maintenance is designed to be performed in the

rail terminals.

B. Annual/50.000 Mile Inspection
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All the equipment suppliers have recommended an-

nual maintenance actions that should be followed

to insure reliability and proper operation.

These actions go beyond the routine work per-

formed every 6,000 miles and src designed as pre-

ventive maintenance. This level of maintenance

is designed to be performed in the rail tcrir.l-

nal s .

C.

June, 1986

6 Year/300,000 Mile Heavy Maintenance.

This level performs heavy inspection and mainte-

nance on the c nr and its systems involving some

tear down and intensive check out and adjustment

of all the systems and equipment on the car.

This extensi\'e preventive maintenance cycle will

insure that cars operate with maximum reliabilit\-

until the overhaul/mid-life rehabilitation level

rebuilds the equipment. The heaviest work in

this level is the overhaul of the traction m. o-

tors, brake calipers and motor couplings plus the

re-profiling of the wheels. This level of work

could be performed at the rail vehicle shops (at

Skokie) on a production line brsis, or contracted

to an outside vendor. A more detailed scope of

work to be performed at this level follows:

1. Overhaul traction motors and couplings.

2. Overhaul brake calipers.

3. Re-profile wheels.
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4. Heavy inspection and correction of all de-
fects on the following subsystcins:

a. Control groups.

b. Mo t or- Al t e r n a t o r set and low voltage
system.

c. Door system.

d. Communications.

e. Cab signals.

f. Air Conditioning system.

g. Motorman cab clean-up and fix-up.

h. Opening sash overhaul.

i. Sanders and boxes.

j

.

Seats.

k. Battery.

1. Couplers and drawbar.

5. Thorough interior and exterior cleaning and

repair of body damage.

This level occurs when new cars reach 6 yen rs of

age or 300,000 miles and then between each

overhaul/ mid-life rehabilitation at the same in-

tervals .

^

.

12 year/600.000 Mile Overhau 1 /Mid- 1 i f

e

Rehabi 1 1 1 at ion

This level is of major importance and Involves

the removing many subsystems and equipment fror

the railcar for tear down and rebuilding to like
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new condition. This is a full scale

overhaul/rehabilitation of the rallcar needed to

insure another 12 to 13 years operation. with

minimal in service failures. This level is

planned to be bid and contracted out, with work

performed off CTA property. This level is accom-

plished once during the 25 year life of the car

and is critic rl in keeping the car In reliable

operating condition during the second half of its

25" year" design life. A detailed listing of work

to be done follows:

1. Rebuild control groups.

Rebuild gear boxes, journal bearings.

Overhaul motors and couplings.

Overhaul brake calipers.

Turn wheels (or replace as needed).

2.

3.

A.

5.

6. Overhaul truck frames and replace cables,
rubber parts and wear surfaces.

Overhaul air comfort system and controls,
rebuild compressors, perform mechanical re-
building.

8. Overhaul light fixtures and sockets.

9. Overhaul all cab equipment, master control-
ler, control panels, seat, etc.

10. Overhaul opening sash.

11. Overhaul sign system.

12. Overhaul door operator and electrical sys-
t em

.

13. Replace any damaged car wiring, conduits,
ducts, boxes.
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\ it . Heavy Inspection and correction of all de-
fects and damage on the following systems:

a. Communications.

b. Cab signals.

c

.

Seats .

d. Low voltage power supply and battery
charger.

e. Car interior and exterior trim and
panels .

15. Overhaul sanders and boxes.

16. Overhaul Motor-Alternator set and controls.

17. Overhaul battery and box and tray.

18. Overhaul couplers and drawbars.

19. Repaint and r ep 1 a c e /r epa ir operational
d e c a 1 s .

20. Repa i r / r ep 1 ac e floor as required.

Funding the maintenance program must be provided through the

operating budget for all of levels A, B and C. Level D is

eligible for funding through the Authority's capital program

on a 50 ?o basis at mid-life with the balance to come from the

operating budget.

The 2600 series cars are still being delivered and the next

car order, the 3200 series, replacing the last of the 6000

series and the 2000 series, is underway. In addition, the

6-64 series, single cars, have been rehabilitated under a

capital funded program and the 2200 series is programmed for

rehabilitation but on a reduced basis due to limited funds.
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The first true mid-life r ehab i 1 1 1 a

t

ion /ovc r hau 1 will be per-

formed on the 2400 series fleet. These 194 cars, were deliv-

ered in 1977 and 1978 and will reach mid-life In calendar

1990 and 1991. Overhaul and associated capital funding is

scheduled for fiscal 198° and 1990 at an estimated cost of

$48,500,000 with an equal amount required in operating funds.

One of the imbedded additional costs of the upgraded mainte-

nance program is that the fleet size must be increased to

provide spares for the maintenance activities. Without the

spares, service levels could not be met on a continual basis.

The anticipated fleet size increase could be 50 cars, depend-

ing on the scheduling of mid-life rehabilitation /overhaul and

the other Ie\-els of the maintenance program. Based on cur-

rent fleet size and operating budget, the additional cost to

maintain these spare railcars is approximately $3,000,000 per

year. The increase in fleet size would be accomplished by

not retiring some railcars at their scheduled time.

Given the above, it is not feasible to start such a program

simultaneously on a fleet wide basis. However, Implemrnta-

tion on a route by route basis, on an as delivered new cr af-

ter overhaul basis, or in some other form is feasible with

proper monitoring ard assessment of performance.

Under all foreseeable circumstances, more aggressive fleet

management techniques and judicious use of capital and oper-

ating funds will be necessary to get this program going and
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sustain it. However, the ability to support the program will

become mere demanding each year and Increase the pressure to

defer capital funding of projects In other categories.
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MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT PLAN - RAPID TRANSIT CARS

FDNDING

The total capital and operating cost over the next twenty

years, FY 1986 to FY 200 3, to meet the two Important needs of

maintenance and replacement Is estimated at nearly $3.15

Billion.

Funding is divided Into two types: a)Capital, those funds re-

ceived from, outside sources (UMTA, RTA, State, etc.) and b)

Operating, those funds generated from within the Authority

(Farebox Revenue, Charters, Leases and Rents, etc.). The

Maintenance and Replacement Plan for Rapid Transit Cars In

Revenue Service requires substantial amount? of both types of

funding to to make the programs work properly. Anything less

than full Investment In the Maintenance Program would expose

the fleet to the sam.e chronic unreliability, prone to fre-

quent in-service failures and their resultant passenger de-

lays. This section describes the funding needs for capital

and operating budgets.

CAPITAL FUNDING NEEDS

Total capita] funding requirement?- are estimated at

$1,146,700,000, ranging from a low of $25,000,000 Ir FY 1997

and FY 1998 to a high of $76,500,000 In FY 2002, FY 2003 and

FY 2004. The average annual capital funding requirement is

$57, "435, 000 over the next twenty years.
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It should be noted that funding for any project in the capi-

tal program is listed by fiscal year. Fiscal year funding is

generally spent in the following calendar year. For example

fiscal 1986 funding is actually available to CTA In calendar

1987. All charts indicate both years in the same column for

easier understanding.

Since the beginning of the capital im.provement program (CIP)

in 1972, rail rolling stock or the purchase of rapid transit

cars for revenue service has been the single most costly CcTt-

egory within the program. Through FY igB-i $420,826,971 has

been spent for new, replacement r?. pid transit cars. This re-

presents 32.5% of all expenditures from the capital program

or an average of $32,400,000 per year.

The recently approved 1986-1990 five year CIP includes for

the first time additional needs for raid-life rehabilitation.

In the proposed FY 1986 capital program rapid trr. nsit car re-

placement and rehabilitation requires $53,700,000 or 34.6*' of

the $155,000,000 total program. The FY 1986 mid-life

r ehab i 1 i t a t i on /ove rhau 1 would encompass half of the 2200 se-

ries railcars for a cost of $18,000,000 with a like amount

programnec in FY 1987. FY 1987 projects rapid transit car

replacement and rehabilitation at $71,000,000 or 47.7% of the

$149,000,000 total program.

FY 1988-1990 projects rapid transit car replacement and reha-

bilitation at $135,000,000 or 33.5% of the $413,000,000 total
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program. An additional $69,000,000 for the Southwest Rapid

Transit Route's 98 railcar purchase cores froir. the Interstate

Transfer Program (1ST) during this period. If 1ST cannot

provide these funds the rapid transit car portion of CTA's

Capital program will increase to $20A,000,000 or A9.^X of the

$h13,000,000 total program for the three year period. FY

1989 end FY 1990 cover 70% of the funding for the 2^00 scries

railcar mid-life r eh ab 1 1 1 1 a t i on /ove rhau 1 . Programming 100a

of the capital funding for mid-life r ehab i 1 1 1 a t i on /ov erhau 1

when it is scheduled will insure the Integrity of the mainte-

nance program and enable it to achieve the desired levels of

reliability and safety. Deferral or reduction of the re-

quired funding will undermine other scheduled maintenance op-

erations and would force the system to revert to failure

maintenance in a short time.

Calculations are based on $1,000,000 for the cost oi a new

rapid transit car and $500,000 for the cost of mid-life reha-

bilitation. All funding is projected in 1986 dollars.

The funding needs of the Authority for rnpld transit car re-

placement and maintenance are based or straight line

projections without adjustments for any reason. The CHARTS

on pages 25 and 26 provide r. picture of needs indicating new

car delivery (N), retirement of cars from revenue service

(R), heavy maintenance requirement (C), mid-lllc

r ehab 1 1 J t at ion /ove rhau 1 requirements (D), and the funding
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MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT PLAN - RAPID TRANSIT CARS

needs in 1986 dollars (F). The nutr.bers in ( ) represent the

number of cars involved in each respective item.

Funding for new car purchase must start two to three years

prior to the delivery of the first car. Tliis provides for

design and specification development acti\'itles, and initial

progress payments to the railcar builder.

Within the 3200 series car order, 98 railcars are to be pur-

chased for the Southwest Rapid Transit Route using

$69,000,000 in funding fror the City of Chicago Interstate

Transfer Prograr. . This is represented by (1ST) in the antic-

ipated appropriate year. While 98 cars are required to oper-

ate the new route, funding for only 69 railcars is provided

from 1ST funding. This means ?:9,000,000 in required funds

must come from the Authority's capital program to cover the

remaining cost of the 98 railcars. Should the 1ST program be

incapable of providing the original funding, the Authority's

capital program must provide the entire $98,000,000 to pur-

chase the needed quantity of railcars for this route.

The Authority's entire capital progran is estimated at

$155,000,000 for FY 1986. Projecting no clianpc In this level

of funding actually produces a decline in availablt dollars

due to expected inflation of ^''. per year. This reans that

the $155,000,000 is reduced to $132,500,000 in FY 1990 and to

about $100,000,000 by FY 1997 assuming the sare rate of in-

flation continues. At this rate, funding for rail rolling
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stock will eat up nearly all the Authority's available capi-

tal funding after fiscal 1997.

While Initially this tniglit not appear to be a problem, con-

sideration of overall Authority capital needp provide a dras-

tically different picture. Without detailing all items, the

major areas of bus replacement purchases, track and structure

and power and signal have historically rec, uired represent

19.9%, 13. A % and 8.7% respectively of available capital fund-

ing through FY. 1984.. This does not include large con-

struction projects replacing the many antiquated bus parages,

rail terminals, rail stations and maintenance shops.

The following two examples of probable capital proprans paint

the future picture a bit clearer. They are presented without

adjust m.ents of any kind (19 8 6 dollars ured):

Probable FY 1988

Estimated Funding S1A3,306,200

RT Car Purchase 30,000,000 2nd year of 3200's

Bus Purchase 28,500,000 19 buses (3 £150,000

Replace Bus Carage 29,680,000 69th construction

Track & Structure 19,203,000 normal program

Power and Sipnal 12,467,600 normal program

Everythinp Else 23,455,600
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MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT PLAN - RAPID TRANSIT CARS

This example represents the smallest requirement for rapid

transit car replacement and no mid-life

rehabilitation/overhaul funding. It docs provide for a bus

garage replacement, normal programs in track, structure,

power and signal ar.d seemingly sufficient funds for every-

thing else. However, progrnr^s such as rapid transit

stations, bus turnarounds, tools/equipment, service vehicles,

bus facilities, rail facilities and cor, puter equipment would

be dramatically cut (see graph on page 29).

Probable FY 1993

Estimated Funding $117,787,200

RT Car Purchase

RT Car Rehab

Bus Purchase

50,000,000 2nd year of 3500's

25,000,000 100 2600's (3S500,000

(capital portion)

28,500,000 190 C° $150,000

Replace Bus Garage 29,680,000 Limits construction

Track & Structure

Power and Signal

Everything Else

15,783,500 normal program

10,247,500 normal program

Nothing

This example shows anticipated Impact of reduced funding and

mid-life rehab 1 1 1 1 a t i on /overhau 1 in the CIP. The needs indi-

cated In this example come to $15^,211,000 not including

rapid transit stations, bus turnarounds, tools/equipment,

service vehicles, bus facilities, rail facilities and com-

puter equipment. Rail rolling stock takes 64* of the avail-

able funding leaving bus purchase underfunded for its
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MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT PLAN - RAPID TRANSIT CARS

replacement program and nothing for anything else (see graph

on page 31).

In the past, funding for railcar replacement was done with

incremental funding. That is, funding committed over a num-

ber of years in advance of actual C7P program approval. I'MTA

had approved of this type of funding pro\'iding that appropri-

ation of funding is in place from Congress. With this in

mind, scheduling of funding to coincide with appropriation

legislation wijl be Important, in order to fund future rail-

ccr replacement and have a timely and effective replacement

program. The practice of purchasing more than 200 cars at a

time should be reviewed for its impact on future funding re-

quirements. As an example, to replace the 600 2600 series

cars now being delivered will take 10 years of funding. A

lengthy commitment from UNTA to that level of funding is very

unlikely.

OPERATING FUNDING NEEDS

The operating requirement for ar effective maintenance pro-

gram is no less demanding. The operating budget for Rail

Maintenance in calendar 1986 is $45,843,007, This includes

all areas of Rail Maintenance: Supervision, Labor fCnr

Repairers and Servicers), Material Purchases, Support Service

Contracts and their administration and 6,0C0 mile inspection

(Level A) of the maintenance program.
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The Ar.r.ual/50,000 Mile Inspection (Level B), 6 Year/300,000

Mile Heavy Maintenance (Level C) and 12 Year/600.000 Kile

Overhaul/Mid-life Rehabilitation (Level D) part of the pro-

gran are not funded in calendar 1986. Levels A, B and C of

the program require full funding from the operating budget

and Level D requires partial funding, up to 50^::, from the the

operating budget. If all levels were performed as recom-

mended in the Lea, Elliott, McGean Study, the annual operat-

ing budget for all rail maintenance would average $99,891,230

or an increase of 2187 over the 1986 operating budget.

The two graphs. Operating Funding Requirement FY 1986 - FV

2005, document the annual operating budget funding needed to

support the A, B, C and D Levels. These graphs Indicate the

funding required by level of maintenance and the comparison

of current budget to the projected overall needs.

Based on a 25 year life for railcars, the full scheduled

maintenance program would cost roughly $1,^04,500 over each

car's life. Since only a part of the mid-life

overhaul /rehabilitation is eligible for capital funding, A,

B, C and part of D Levels must be funded from operating

funds. That means SI, 154, 500 (of the $1,404,500 cost) per

car life must be covered from the operating budget. Consider

the projected 1347 railcar fleet, after start of the South-

west Rapid Transit Route, to be maintained for the 25 yer.r

life. That is $1,154,500 times 1,347 railcars divided by 25

years, to get the estimated cost per year for the entire
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MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT PLAN - RAPID TRANSIT CARS

fleet. Incremental cost calculation by task comes to

$62,204,460 per year for fleet maintenance only, not includ-

ing other tasks such as cleaning, unscheduled (failure) main-

tenance and supervision which would add another $41,218,200

(based on current budget levels of $30,600 per railcar per

year) .

These operating costs for scheduled maintenance are calcu-

lated as follows: Railcars accrue approximately 44,000 miles

per year based on the current service schedules. That cor.-

putes into 155 6,000 mile Inspections per car life at SI, 000

each, 22 annual inspections per car life at $10,000 each, 2

heavy maintenance actions at $250,000 each and 50% of

mid-life rehabilitation at $250,000. (Note: When higher

level maintenance is performed, the lower level work is in-

cluded.)

What these figures mean is that the overall budget for Rail

Maintenance should be about $103,422,660 per ye.nr to provide

sufficient funds to perform the entire maintenance program

for a fleet of 1,347 railcars. Giver the current budget

level of $45,800,000, the shortfall is $57,622,660 in 1966.

As the fleet increases, so do maintenance budget needs.

Management must find the means of providing the required cap-

ital and operating funding for the Maintenance and Replace-

ment Programs or develop techniques to reduce the needs or

forestall them. until suitable funding is available. The
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three irost obvious alternative are finding new funding

sources, reducing fleet size and employing more extensive

fleet management techniques. All are discussed in a follow-

ing section.

Regardless of the cost, the Authority has little alternative

but to act on the full maintenance program as soon as possi-

ble. The Technical Study analysis made by Lea, Elliott,

McGean i Company, cited in an earlier section, stated that

"maintenance and overhauls are necessary to enable the rail-

cars to achieve their design life". "The lack of a proper

maintenance program usually reflects a lack of funds and the

resultant practice of drferred maintenance. Deferred mainte-

nance is often accepted as a short term, solution to mainte-

nance budget reductions but nearly as often becomes

institutionalized with the consequences being increasingly

rapid deterioration of the railcar equipment, increasing road

failures, increasing customer dissatisfaction, and Increasing

car life cycle costs." Clearly the results of present irain-

tenance practices are unacceptable to the CTA Board, the

Staff and our Patrons.
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RAIL SERVICE VEHICLE REPLACEMENT

In June, 1965, a Rail Service Vehicle Inventory and Replace-

ment Plan was finalized and approved under CTA Job Order

9396, Contract G40607, funded through lL-09-0079, UWP

A323.13. The plan was developed by N.D. Lp.t 6 Associates,

Inc. as consultant to the Authority.

This plan provider for the replacement of the rail service

vehicle work fjeet apd associated overhaul require rents and

specifies funding over each of the next twenty years. The

details of that plan are referenced here as they relate to

the revenue car fleet.

It should be noted that the retirement of vehicles fror. the

rail service fleet will be placed againrt future purchases of

service vehicles. Rapid transit cars retired fror the re-

venue fleet and placed in work service will then be retired

against future service vehicle purchases.

It is expected that some number of retired revenue cars will

be required for work service on a continuing basis until this

plan is in full operation. The removal from the reveruc

fleet should be based on availability of former revenue cars,

work service need and dellverv of locomotives.
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Schedules for funding and delivery arc contained in the final

report Inventory and Replacement Plan for Non-Revenue Rail

Service Vehicles, approved June, 1985.
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FLEET MANAGEMENT

The term fleet manageirent has been used throuphout this plan

and requires explanation. Fleet manage r.ert Is defined as the

Impl ecen t a t ion of the Authority's policies for the utiliza-

tion, innintenance and replacement of the various fleets of

vehicles in order to achieve full and reliable operation at

the lowest cost possible. This applies equally to all Au-

thority fleets, buFes, automotive and rail service vehicles

and rapid trajisit .cars. Fleet management as part of the

overall function of n;?intenance management was practiced for

a short period of time, but has never beer, fully utilized to

control mainteTiance prograr. t or replacement costs.

When groups of vehicles arc purchased in large numbers, accu-

mulate miles at an equal rate, m. airtenance requirements and

rep]2cement needs tend to occur in proportion to the original

purchase. Examples of this happening arc the purchase of

buses in quantities of 525, 5A5 and 60 during a sp^n of four

years. The failure of major components, chiefly engines, oc-

curred at relatively the same time. The peaked demand for

extraordinary maintenance activities placed a strain or. staff

and frcilities, material storage, etc., to keep up w:th the

failure rates, and caused deferrals of other important main-

tenance programs, robbing Peter to pay Paul. In addition, if

replacements do not occur at the same rate as the original

purchascj a majority of the fleet will go beyond the sched-
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uled retirement dates, increasing maintenance problems and

costs.

This very condition will occur with the 600 2600 series rail-

cars now being delivered if no action is taken, through fleet

management, to spread the maintenance and replacement needp

over a longer period of time.

The monitoring of a particular fleet of vehicles, Ir this

case railcars, would provide advance opportunities to spread

the mileage accurulation rates over a longer or shorter pe-

riod of time thus leveling off the demand for extraordinary

maintenance acti\'ities. With funding levels decreasing and

the need for new car purchases ccntinuing, the overhaul of

the 2400 series ir.?y not be possible without at least taking

these steps.

It has been previously stated that the 2400 series fleet will

receive the first true mid-life rehabilitation /overhaul ct a

cost of $500,000 per car and that this work is scheduled for

calendar 1990 and 1991. From the chart on page 25, also

scheduled in those years is heavy maintennrce on the 2600 se-

ries fleet at 120 cars per year and delivery of the rrv 3200

series fleet. These three items will require $54,000,000 in

capital funding, plus $54,000,000 in operating funding for

the only heavy maintenance program in 1990 ard an additional

$54,500,000 capital and $54,500,000 operating in 1991. In

addition, operating resources will be performing the A, 6000
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mile and B, Annup. 1 maintenance procedures. Anticipated fund-

ing for the capital program in FY 1989 and FY 1990 Is

$137,800,000 and $132,500,000 respectively. This means rail

rolling stock will utilize 39.2? and A1.0 7. of the anticipated

funding for these years leaving wholly inadequate funding for

bus replacements or other urgent projects.

Fleet Management would reduce overall fundlnp needs by em-

ploying the following techniques:

Control the mileage accumulation rate to accommodate avail-

able funding resources. The 2400 and 2600 series fleets

could be split into groupings witli one group accelerating the

mileage accuF.ulation process and the ether slowing it down.

This would begin to spread the load of large funding and work

requirements over a greater number of years, thus making the

maintenance program more workable.

Allow mileage to accumulate at the current rate with funding

needs for new cars and rehab competing against other

projects. While this has worked in the past, future funding

levels are expected to fall placing a heavy burden on plan-

ning to meet Authority needs overall.

Introduce the component replacement concept for the 2200 se-

ries railcars to extend their life by 12-13 years. Fleet

Management would provide monitoring and data collectirr, re-

view and assessment of the concept determine its effective-
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ncss and overall cost reduction capabilities. Authority

adoption of the concept would provide for planning to meet

future needs with associated funding requirements. Recogniz-

ing that there is 7 to 8 years between the 2200 series re-

tirement and the retirement of the next series of railcars,

proper evaluation the of rebuild vs. replace concept could

take place.

Implement the full maintenance program on a route by route

basis . Levels A, B, C and D, cannot be undertaken on a fleet

wide basis, at one time, without large increases in the oper-

ating budget, which is not likely to occur. An implementa-

tion schedule by route with appropriate monitoring and

assessment would determine the cost effectiveness of the

maintenance program, recomm. end adjustments for improvement

and provide a better determination of actual future funding

needs. This would also provide identification of the size

and type of facilities and maintenance forces required to

meet program needs.

Clearly, without planning or fleet management, the mainte-

nance program detailed earlier is doomed to failure. Insuf-

ficient capital funding and operating resources will keep the

railcar fleet at the level of breakdown maintenance or wnrsc

with service delays a com.m. on happening and schedule adherence

almost non-existent. This condition would accelerate as the

2600 series fleet gets older and begins a period of six years

when mid-life r eh ab i 1 i t a t i on /overhau 1 should be performed.
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Another alternative to meeting overall capital and operating

funding needs is finding new sources of funding, either State

or Local. The federal deficit reduction movement threatens

the future funding of transit operating and capital needs.

No increase in State or local funding is available for

transit in the immediate future. Funding from these sources

requires several years of planning before approval for actual

use. However, CTA cannot wait until funds arrive to properly

maintain its fleets.

The final alternative would be to reduce the fleet size to

the funds available to maintain by reducing the size of the

rail system operated (truncating or terminating some passen-

ger routes). This is not likely to happen in the near future

because strategic plans outlining the shape of the system for

the next 10 to 20 years have not yet begun. Any reductions

in the fleet size would be tied to changes in service pat-

terns and system configuration. Such reductions require too

much lead time to help the funding of maintenance and re-

placement programs in the near future. However, this alter-

native could have a great impact on the entire GIF when the

future system size and shape is determined.

In order to properly' investigate, select and implement one or

more of these alternatives, it is recommended that a dedi-

cated fleet management effort be undertaken within the Engin-
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eerlng and Maintenance Division which would encompass

parallel management of the railcar, bus and service vehicle

fleets. The fleet management effort would be charged with

developing innovative ways of extending vehicle life, improv-

ing the quality of service, maintenance and operation of all

fleets operated by the Authority through maximization of

available capital and operating dollars.

Rail Maintenance agrees with the needs for fleet management

but feels it cannot perform some of the needed functions at

current staffing levels. Operations Division views the con-

cepts of fleet management as very workable and that they re-

quire continuous attention to reap the projected benefits.

jrp
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